English translation:
“We have tested your biological chain lubricant on a baler machine. We have come to a conclusion, that the
chain lubricant lubricates really well and keeps the machine clean, because you only have to add half as
much lubricant as opposed to a normal lubricant. The lubricant has excellent lubricating ability and
adhesion. We have been extremely satisfied with the product.”

Cobiolube® AgriChain Performance Evaluation
Tester Information
Name

Bernard CAPDASPE

Company

SARL CAPDASPE

Phone

+33 6 20 73 80 12

Model used for
the test

Krone vario 1500

Ratings
1 = Poor

2 = Fair

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Lubrication
Chain
Bearings
Whole system (chain, bearings)

Dry quickly

Comments

Lubricant consumption

YES

NO

Do you have less lubricant consumption?
If yes, estimate how much it has reduced

10- 20%

20-30%

30-40%

40-50%

> 50%

Comments
Cleanliness of the chain

YES

NO

Does your chain stay clean (no dust, grass collected…)?
Comments

Excellent

Easy to clean

YES

NO

Is your equipment easier to clean when using Cobiolube®
Comments

Cleans itself

Maintenance

YES

NO

YES

NO

Does AgriChain stick to the chain, filter or lubrication
system after use?
Comments

No trace

Cobiolube® chain vs. mineral oil
Do you notice any difference compare to mineral oil

Comments

Unknown

Price (Euro/ Liter)
Suitable and fair price range for Cobiolube® Agrichain
Comments

< 2,0€

2,00-2,50€

2,50-3,00€

3,00-3,50€

>3,50€

Recommendations

YES

NO

Would you recommend Cobiolube® AgriChain to your
friends/ entourage
Comments

The equipment stays clean

Evaluation
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Good design oil, with good qualities. Interesting to use

Verification of Evaluation
By signing this form, you confirm that you have responded with honesty.

Employee Signature

Date

Cobiolube® AgriChain Performance Evaluation
Tester Information
Name
Company
Phone
Model used for
the test

Forestier David
Ouest agri
+33251949817
JD 864

Ratings
1 = Poor

2 = Fair

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Lubrication
Chain
Bearings
Whole system (chain, bearings)
Comments

Click to add text

Lubricant consumption

YES

NO

Do you have less lubricant consumption?
If yes, estimate how much it has reduced
Comments

10- 20%

20-30%

30-40%

40-50%

> 50%

Click to add text

Cleanliness of the chain

YES

NO

Does your chain stay clean (no dust, grass collected…)?
Comments

Click to add text

Easy to clean

YES

NO

Is your equipment easier to clean when using Cobiolube®
Comments

Click to add text

Maintenance

YES

NO

YES

NO

Does AgriChain stick to the chain, filter or lubrication
system after use?
Comments

Click to add text

Cobiolube® chain vs. mineral oil
Do you notice any difference compare to mineral oil

Comments

Click to add text

Price (Euro/ Liter)
Suitable and fair price range for Cobiolube® Agrichain
Comments

Click to add text

< 2,0€

2,00-2,50€

2,50-3,00€

3,00-3,50€

>3,50€

Recommendations

YES

NO

Would you recommend Cobiolube® AgriChain to your
friends/ entourage
Comments

I AM A JD RESELER I FAVOR THE BRAND JOHN DEERE

Evaluation
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Click to add text

Verification of Evaluation
By signing this form, you confirm that you have responded with honesty.

Employee Signature

Forestier David

Date

03/08/2016

Cobiolube® AgriChain Performance Evaluation
Tester Information
Name
Company
Phone
Model used for
the test

Benoit Hamon
ETA Hamon bernard
+33674285868
Press kuhn 2285

Ratings
1 = Poor

2 = Fair

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Lubrication
Chain
Bearings
Whole system (chain, bearings)
Comments

an oil of perfect quality with low consumption for optimum lubrication

Lubricant consumption

YES

NO

Do you have less lubricant consumption?
If yes, estimate how much it has reduced
Comments

10- 20%

20-30%

30-40%

40-50%

> 50%

between 30-35% less

Cleanliness of the chain

YES

NO

Does your chain stay clean (no dust, grass collected…)?

Comments

we used a chainsaw chain oil, there were always particles, today with your
solution to cleanliness is uneven

Easy to clean

YES

NO

Is your equipment easier to clean when using Cobiolube®
Comments

yes easy to maintain because less particles

Maintenance

YES

NO

YES

NO

Does AgriChain stick to the chain, filter or lubrication
system after use?
Comments

Click to add text

Cobiolube® chain vs. mineral oil
Do you notice any difference compare to mineral oil

Comments

better lubrication and less maintenance= longevity

Price (Euro/ Liter)
Suitable and fair price range for Cobiolube® Agrichain

< 2,0€

2,00-2,50€

2,50-3,00€

3,00-3,50€

>3,50€

Comments

Click to add text

Recommendations

YES

NO

Would you recommend Cobiolube® AgriChain to your
friends/ entourage
Comments

Click to add text

Evaluation
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Click to add text

Verification of Evaluation
By signing this form, you confirm that you have responded with honesty.

Employee Signature

Hamon Denis

Date

11/07/2016

Cobiolube® AgriChain Performance Evaluation
Tester Information

Phone

Hessel
trekkerweb
+31652520509

Model used for
the test

NEW HOLLAND SUPER HAYLINER 276

Name
Company

Ratings
1 = Poor

2 = Fair

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Lubrication
Chain
Bearings
Whole system (chain, bearings)
Comments

Nice oil to work with

Lubricant consumption

YES

NO

Do you have less lubricant consumption?
If yes, estimate how much it has reduced
Comments

20-30%

10- 20%

30-40%

40-50%

> 50%

Because I did I manually bit hard to say

Cleanliness of the chain

YES

NO

Does your chain stay clean (no dust, grass collected…)?
Comments

No dust on the chain

Easy to clean

YES

NO

Is your equipment easier to clean when using Cobiolube®
Comments

Did not clean the machine yet

Maintenance

YES

NO

YES

NO

Does AgriChain stick to the chain, filter or lubrication
system after use?
Comments

Click to add text

Cobiolube® chain vs. mineral oil
Do you notice any difference compare to mineral oil

Comments

It is a complete different oil it is thin en not sticky

Price (Euro/ Liter)
Suitable and fair price range for Cobiolube® Agrichain
Comments

Click to add text

< 2,0€

2,00-2,50€

2,50-3,00€

3,00-3,50€

>3,50€

Recommendations

YES

NO

Would you recommend Cobiolube® AgriChain to your
friends/ entourage
Comments

I placed it on my website and youtube and tell about it
when I speak to farmers

Evaluation

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Great oil hope you find a dealer in Holland

Verification of Evaluation
By signing this form, you confirm that you have responded with honesty.
Employee Signature

Hessel Doornbos

Date

26-7-2016

Cobiolube® Agri Chain
Date :

30.10.2016

Name :

Jouko Vatanen

Address :

Kypäräntie 245, 74140 Iisalmi, Finland

Phone :

+358 50 546 9825

Mark and model of the baler :

Claas 355 and John Deere 440

Name of the earlier lubricant :

Mineral oil

In your opinion how well did the product lubricate the chains and rack wheels compared with the earlier
lubricant?
Better

As well

Worse

How well did the product stay on the chain?
Better

As well

Worse

Kirjoita napsauttamalla

How well did the chains and rack wheels keep clean?
Better

As well

Worse

Kirjoita napsauttamalla

What estimate do you give for the product?
Good chain lubricant, points 9/10. The chains keep clean. I will use Cobiolube in future.

Cobiolube® Agri Chain
Date :

24.09.2016

Name :

Teemu Myllymäki

Address :

Ylipääntie 340 b, 62640 Savonkylä, Finland

Phone :

050 5004240

Mark and model of the baler :

Elho Feraboli Extreme 365

Name of the earlier lubricant :

Basic saw chain oil or used transmission oil

How well did the product lubricate the chains and rack wheels compared with the earlier lubricant?
Better

As well

Worse

How well did the product stay on the chain?
Better

As well

Worse

Kirjoita napsauttamalla

How well did the chains and rack wheels keep clean?
Better

As well

Worse

Kirjoita napsauttamalla

What estimate do you give for the product?
We have not used this baler earlier so it is difficult to compare in that sense. The product seemed to
lubricate the chains well. When filling the tank the product seemed to be thick. The tank also filled slowly as
the product went through the pre-filter. I cannot estimate the consumption; we only had material for
approx. 300 bales.

